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You will be leading the commissioning of Broadcast Automation systems internationally in a

professional and timely fashion. You will be working with a Project Manager as part of a team

to deliver the system to an agreed specification through the project life cycle.This role

would suit a person with a desire to work in a diverse position where there is always

something new to learn. Being a global company, there are many opportunities to work

closely with some of the largest broadcasters in the world. On-site work is sometimes

required and affords the opportunity to travel to some of these leading edge facilities. We

emphasize teamwork, promote creativity and enjoy being at the forefront of high-tech in

our industry.Responsibilities:Assist in the building and commissioning of the

project.Carrying out the tasks required to deliver the project to the agreed

specification.Reporting progress and issues to internal stakeholders.Debugging and resolving

issues.Gathering data and reporting back to the development department for

resolution.Qualifications:Degree in IT, Computer science, Electronics and Broadcast

Technology or similar degreesKnowledge and Experience:SQL.Cloud and virtualization

technologiesFault finding, problem solving and good reporting skills.NetworkingWhat we

offer:Work-life balanceCareer progression. Fast paced environment with opportunity to learn

broad range of technical skillsCasual work environmentSocial eventsAbout Evertz:Evertz

Microsystems (TSX:ET) is a leading global manufacturer of broadcast equipment and

solutions that deliver content to television sets, on-demand services, WebTV, IPTV, and

mobile devices (like phones and tablets). Evertz has expertise in delivering complete end-to-

end broadcast solutions for all aspects of broadcast production including content creation,
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content distribution and content delivery.Considered as an innovator by their customers, Evertz

delivers cutting edge solutions that are unmatched in the industry in both hardware and

software. Evertz delivers products and solutions that can be found in major broadcast

facilities on every continent. Evertz’ customer base also includes telcos, satellite, cable TV,

and IPTV providers.With over 2,000 employees, that include hardware and software

engineers, Evertz is one of the leaders in the broadcast industry. Evertz has a global

presence with offices located in: Canada, United States, United Kingdom, Germany, United Arab

Emirates, India, Hong Kong, China, Singapore, and Australia. Evertz was named one of

Canada’s 50 Best Managed Companies, which recognizes excellence in Canadian-owned

and Canadian-managed companies. Canada’s 50 Best Managed Companies identifies Canadian

corporate success through companies focused on their core vision, creating stakeholder

value and excelling in the global economy.Evertz makes certain there is an equal

employment opportunity for all employees and applicants for employment, including persons

with disabilities. In compliance with AODA, Evertz will strive to provide accommodation to

persons with disabilities in the recruitment process upon request. If you are selected for an

interview and you require accommodation due to a disability during the recruitment process,

please notify Human Resources upon scheduling your interview.Thank you for considering a

career with Evertz!
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